
VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION VIDEO ANALYSIS LAB

A free video analysis and modeling tool from Open Source Physics. and automated object tracking with position, velocity
and acceleration overlays and data.

Figure 5. Reston, VA: Author. American Journal of Physics, 62 8 ,  The third graph, acceleration, not only
displays the constant negative acceleration of the ball as it rises and falls, but also the brief but much greater
positive acceleration during each bounce. Mathematics in the real world. The quality of the video is also a
factor that influences marking errors. These three graphs contain a wealth of information that cannot be as
easily obtained when using other data collection methods. An investigation on the effects of using interactive
digital video in a physics classroom on student learning and attitudes. Students can further directly correlate
the information contained in these and other graphs to the motion of the ball by viewing the graphs while
playing the movie. To conclude this exercise, students compared the actual graphs with their prelab
predictions and developed lists of questions about each of the graphs that would be appropriate for classroom
instruction. In addition, video analysis software may be used for many of the same purposes currently served
by MBL motion sensors and photogates. Alternative approaches to teaching, learning and assessing
mathematics. Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 34 5 ,  Only 2 of the 27 pairs 7. Although the video did
indicate some horizontal movement by the ball, it was irrelevant to this analysis and, therefore, ignored.
Position statement: The use of computers in science education. The versatility of video analysis is also an
important feature. Making the connections between what is studied in class and what is experienced in life
outside of the classroom leads to a more developed and deeper understanding of the concepts Boaler, ;
Borenstein,  Journal of College Science Teaching, 29 2 ,  American Journal of Physics, 58 9 ,  Users of this
software may find, as I did, that the video clips contained in the Physics ToolKit program are more suitable for
introductory level physics investigations than those contained in VideoPoint. Figure 4. Pappas J. Tracker
Video Tutorials These video tutorials can help extend your knowledge of Tracker. It was originally designed
for exclusive use with Macintosh computers, but it has recently become available for use with Windows-based
personal computers. Interactive graphical vectors and vector sums. The accuracy with which the distance scale
for the motion is marked is also a possible source of error. Video analysis allows for study of two-dimensional
motion, such as revolving objects or projectiles. Mathematics Teacher, 93 6 ,  Other: Integrated searchable
help and diagnostics. Position, velocity, acceleration, force, momentum, and energy graphs, among others, can
all be quickly produced and graphed. More than one object can be analyzed in any video, which can lead to
detailed comparisons of multiple objects that are in the same system. Users most likely will then instruct the
software to convert pixel locations to more applicable position units and, generally, also have the option to
translate and rotate the coordinate axes to meet the parameters of the specific phenomena being investigated.
User preferences: GUI configuration, video engine, default language, font size, more. Tracker Quick Start A
quick demonstration of how to use Tracker to measure the acceleration of a falling ball. The Tracker Web
page contains links to tutorials and several video clips ready for analysis. How, when, and under what
conditions? School Science and Mathematics, 92 6 , 


